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One of the most important applications of a reverberation chamber is for radiated power measurement. Two new alternative
methods are proposed to measure the radiated power of equipment under test in a reverberation chamber in this paper.
Traditionally, as stated in IEC 61000-4-21 standard, this measurement requires two antennas, a signal generator and a spectrum
analyzer or receiver. However, it is found that if a signal generator is not available, a vector network analyzer can be used to complete
the measurement. Furthermore, if only one antenna is available, by taking advantage of the enhanced backscattering effect, the
measurement can still be completed. By incorporating the one- and/or two-antenna methods, the radiation efficiency of antennas
is also considered. Measurements have been conducted to verify the proposed methods, the results from these three methods are
compared, and a very good agreement is obtained. It is found that the two proposed methods are simpler than the conventional
method.

1. Introduction

New measurement methods in the reverberation chamber
(RC) have been developed in recent years such as antenna
measurements [1–7], material characterization [8–11], shield-
ing effectiveness measurements [12–16], and channel emula-
tion [17–25]. An RC has been used to measure the radiated
emission (RE) of equipment under test (EUT) since 1976
[26]. The standard procedure has been well established in
IEC 6100-4-21 standard [27]. In 2006, efforts were made
to simplify the measurement procedure; by measuring the
received power in the time domain, the RC does not need
to be calibrated in advance [28, 29]. However, this method
requires a signal generator (SG) to be switched off quickly
(much smaller than the chamber decay time) and a spectrum
analyzer (SA) needs to work in a zero-span mode to record
the received power in the time domain. Moreover, the SG
and the SA must be synchronized for trigger. These could
be a problem for some instruments. In 2011, new methods
on antenna radiation efficiency measurement without ref-
erence antenna in RC were developed (the one-, two-, and

three-antenna method) [30]. This offers an opportunity to
further simplify the RE measurement procedure in an RC.

In this paper, two new alternative methods are proposed
by incorporating the one- and/or two-antenna methods into
the RE measurement. The method in the IEC standard
requires SG and SA, while the proposed methods require a
vector network analyzer (VNA) and SA. The time domain
response of the RC is extracted from the inverse fast Fourier
transform (IFFT) of the collected 𝑆-parameters, which nor-
mally gives better dynamic range than directly measuring it
in the time domain [28, 29] and the radiation efficiency of
antennas could bemeasured at the same time. It is interesting
to note that, by taking advantage of the enhanced backscatter-
ing effect [31], only one antenna is required. Both proposed
methods do not need the RC to be calibrated in advance.

In Section 2, the method in the IEC standard is reviewed
first and followed by the two proposed methods. Measure-
ments are conducted to verify the results by using threemeth-
ods (themethod in IEC standard and two proposedmethods)
in Section 3. And finally, discussions and conclusions are
given in Section 4.
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Figure 1: The RE measurement system in the IEC standard.

2. RE Measurement Methods in RC

2.1. Method in the IEC Standard. The method in the IEC
standard [27] is reviewed first; either averaged or maximum
received power can be employed. The averaged received
power is used in this paper, because it has a lower uncertainty
[27].Themeasurement system is shown in Figure 1 where the
computer controls the operation of the stirrers and records
the reading from the SA for each stirrer position over the
frequency band of interest. In this paper the stirrers rotate
step by step (in mode-tuned operation [27]).

The measurement procedure is given as follows:

(1) The EUT is turned on; the SG is replaced with a
50Ohm load. Then record the SA reading for each
stirrer position.

(2) Turn off the EUT, connect antenna 1 to the SG
(reference source), and record the SA reading for each
stirrer position.

The radiated power of the EUT (𝑃radEUT) can be obtained
from

𝑃radEUT =
⟨𝑃SAEUT⟩

⟨𝑃SAref⟩
𝑃rad 1,

𝑃rad 1 = 𝑃ref𝐿cable 1 (1 −
𝑆11


2

) 𝜂
1
,

(1)

where ⟨𝑃SAEUT⟩ is the averaged received power (SA readings)
from the EUT for all stirrer positions, ⟨𝑃SAref⟩ is the averaged
received power (SA readings) from the reference source for
all stirrer positions, 𝑃rad 1 is the radiated power of antenna 1
when connected to the SG, 𝑃ref is the output power from SG,
𝐿cable 1 is the loss of the cable between antenna 1 and SG, 𝑆11 is
the reflection coefficient of antenna 1, and 𝜂

1
is the radiation

efficiency of antenna 1.
Two issues should be notedwhen following the procedure

in the IEC standard [27]:

(1) The loss of the cable must be known.
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Figure 2:TheREmeasurement systemwithVNAand two antennas.

(2) Theperformance of antenna 1must be known (𝑆
11
and

𝜂
1
).

Both of these measurements need VNA: for the radiation
efficiency measurement, the IEC standard also gives a stan-
dard procedure (whichneeds a reference antennawith known
radiation efficiency), but a separate measurement needs to
be conducted to characterize the performance of the antenna
which is time consuming.

However, by combing the one- and two-antennamethods
in [30], this extra measurement is not necessary as we will see
from the proposed methods below.

2.2. Method Using VNA and Two Antennas. The first mea-
surement step is the same as Step 1 in the IEC standard. For
Step 2, as shown in Figure 2, the EUT is turned off, andwe use
a VNA and connect port 1 to antenna 1 and port 2 to antenna
2, respectively. The reference plane of the VNA is calibrated
at the ends of cable 1 and cable 2 (at the input port of the
antennas).

By applying the chamber transfer function between
antenna 1 and antenna 2, we have

𝑇
21
=

⟨
𝑆21,𝑠


2

⟩

(1 −
⟨𝑆22⟩


2

) (1 −
⟨𝑆11⟩


2

) 𝜂
1
𝜂
2

, (2)

where 𝑆
21,𝑠

is the stirred part of 𝑆-parameters:

𝑆
21,𝑠
= 𝑆
21
− ⟨𝑆
21
⟩ . (3)

⟨⋅⟩ means the averaged value of 𝑆-parameter using any
stirring method (mechanical stir, frequency stir, source stir,
etc.) and 𝜂

1
and 𝜂

2
are the radiation efficiency of antenna 1

and antenna 2, respectively.
Note that the measurement setup in Figure 2 is the same

as in the two-antennameasurement method (the EUT can be
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regarded as a load), and the radiation efficiency of antenna 1
and antenna 2 can be obtained using [30]

𝜂
𝑖
=

1

(1 −
⟨𝑆𝑖𝑖⟩


2

)

√
𝐶RC
𝜔𝑒
𝑏
𝜏RC
⟨
𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑠


2

⟩ (𝑖 = 1 or 2) , (4)

where 𝐶RC is the chamber constant, 𝐶RC = 16𝜋
2
𝑉/𝜆
3, 𝑉 is

the volume of the chamber, 𝜆 is the free-space wavelength,
𝜔 = 2𝜋𝑓 is the angular frequency, 𝜏RC is the chamber decay
time which can be obtained from the IFFT of 𝑆-parameters
[22], and 𝑒

𝑏
is the enhanced backscatter constant [30, 31]:

𝑒
𝑏
=

√⟨
𝑆11,𝑠


2

⟩ ⟨
𝑆22,𝑠


2

⟩

⟨
𝑆21,𝑠


2

⟩

. (5)

By applying the chamber transfer function between
antenna 2 and the EUT, we have

𝑇
2EUT =
⟨𝑃SAEUT⟩

𝑃radEUT

1

𝐿cable 2 (1 −
⟨𝑆22⟩


2

) 𝜂
2

. (6)

If the chamber is well-stirred, 𝑇
21
= 𝑇
2EUT, and the

radiated power from the EUT (𝑃radEUT) can be solved as

𝑃radEUT =
⟨𝑃SAEUT⟩ (1 −

⟨𝑆11⟩


2

) 𝜂
1

𝐿cable 2 ⟨
𝑆21,𝑠


2

⟩

. (7)

𝜂
1
can be obtained using (4) and (5). Thus the proposed

method is mathematically derived. Compared with the
method in the IEC standard [27] (Section 2.1), this method
does not need SG (but VNA instead); the radiation efficiency
of antennas and the cable loss do not need to be measured
separately.

2.3. Method Using VNA and One Antenna. Nowwe are going
to introduce a virtual antenna to derive the chamber transfer
function of the RC using only one antenna, as shown in
Figure 3. The virtual antenna is assumed to be exactly the
same as antenna 2; this makes (2) become

𝑇
2V =

⟨
𝑆21,𝑠


2

⟩

(1 −
⟨𝑆22⟩


2

)
2

𝜂
2

2

. (8)

If the chamber is well-stirred, 𝑒
𝑏
= 2 [30, 31], and we have

⟨
𝑆22,𝑠


2

⟩

⟨
𝑆21,𝑠


2

⟩

= 2. (9)

From (8) and (9) the chamber transfer function is only related
to the parameters of antenna 2:

𝑇
2V =
⟨
𝑆22,𝑠


2

⟩ /2

(1 −
⟨𝑆22⟩


2

)
2

𝜂
2

2

. (10)
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Figure 3:The REmeasurement system with VNA and one antenna.

Let 𝑇
2V = 𝑇2EUT, and the radiated power from the EUT

(𝑃radEUT) can be solved as (only antenna 2 is used)

𝑃radEUT =
𝑃SAEUT (1 −

⟨𝑆22⟩


2

) 𝜂
2

𝐿cable 2 ⟨
𝑆22,𝑠


2

⟩ /2

. (11)

If only antenna 1 is used, similarly we have

𝑃radEUT =
𝑃SAEUT (1 −

⟨𝑆11⟩


2

) 𝜂
1

𝐿cable 1 ⟨
𝑆11,𝑠


2

⟩ /2

. (12)

Thus the proposed method with VNA and only one antenna
is mathematically derived. Compared with the method in
Section 2.2, only one antenna is needed.

Note that the measurement setup in Figure 3 is the same
as the one-antenna method in [30] and 𝜂

1
and 𝜂
2
in (11) and

(12) can be obtained using [30]

𝜂
𝑖
=

1

(1 −
⟨𝑆𝑖𝑖⟩


2

)

√
𝐶RC
2𝜔𝜏RC
⟨
𝑆𝑖𝑖,𝑠


2

⟩ (𝑖 = 1 or 2) . (13)

In the next section,measurements are conducted to verify
the proposed methods.

3. Measurements

The validation measurements were conducted in the RC at
the University of Liverpool; the size of the RC is 3.6m ×
4m × 5.8m. The EUT used is from Invisible Systems [32],
and it is a sensor/transceiver which collects and transmits the
data (temperature, electricmeters, etc.) wirelessly.The carrier
frequency of the sensor is 869.5MHz which is much larger
than the lowest usable frequency (LUF) of the RC (150MHz
in this case). The measurement system and the sensor are
shown in Figures 4(a) and 4(b); the EUT and antennas are
supported by empty cartons (low loss) and are positioned
with no line-of-sight paths.

Three methods in Section 2 were conducted: a log-
periodic antenna (LPDA, Rohde & Schwarz HL223) was used
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Figure 4: (a) The measurement system in RC; (b) the plastic enclosure and the sensor (EUT).
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Figure 5: Measured averaged SA readings.

as antenna 2; a homemade wideband Vivaldi antenna was
used as antenna 1. To protect the SA, a 10 dB attenuator was
connected to antenna 2 to attenuate the received signal, the
reference level of SG was set as 0 dBm (𝑃ref = 1mW at
869.5MHz), 360 stirrer locations with a step size of 1 degree
were used, and 𝑆-parameterswith 10,001 pointswere collected
in the range of 0.5 GHz∼1.5 GHz using a VNA. The reason
why so many 𝑆-parameters points were collected is that we
need to perform the IFFT using the 𝑆-parameters to obtain
accurate 𝜏RC [22]. The frequency stirring with 100 sample
points (10MHz bandwidth) was used to provide an averaged
result for each frequency; this makes 360 × 100 = 36000
samples at each frequency.

The averaged SA readings of EUT and reference source
are shown in Figure 5. The peak values are −13.24 dBm
and −32.32 dBm, respectively. The measured chamber decay
time is extracted and shown in Figure 6 using the least
square method [33]. The reflection coefficients of antennas
were measured using the complex averaged 𝑆-parameters at
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Figure 6: Measured chamber decay time 𝜏RC.
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Figure 7: Measured reflection coefficients of antennas.

each frequency [34] (Figure 7). The radiation efficiency of
antennas using two- and one-antenna methods is given in
Figures 8 and 9.The chamber transfer functions are obtained
using (2) or (10). For one antenna method, it can be obtained
from either antenna 1 or antenna 2. The results are shown in
Figure 10; as can be seen, they are in a very good agreement.

The measured radiated power using three methods (1),
(7), and (11)/(12) is summarized in Table 1, and either antenna
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Table 1: Comparison of measured radiated power using three
methods.

Method∗ Measured radiated power 𝑃radEUT
2Ant + SG + SA (IEC standard) 17.4 dBm
2Ant + VNA + SA 17.2 dBm
1Ant + VNA + SA (Vivaldi) 17.2 dBm
1Ant + VNA + SA (LPDA) 17.2 dBm
∗2Ant + SG + SAmeans using 2 antennas, a signal generator and a spectrum
analyzer.
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Figure 8: Measured radiation efficiency of antennas using two-
antenna method.

1 or antenna 2 can be used in the third method (1Ant + VNA
+ SA). As expected, a very good agreement is obtained; the
difference is quite small (0.2 dB).

4. Discussions and Conclusions

Two new alternative methods have been proposed in this
paper to measure the RE of EUT. In the IEC standard
method, the loss of the cable and the performance of the
antenna need to be known in advance. Also SG and two
antennas are required. It has been shown that the SG is not
necessary in the proposed methods; instead VNA can be
used to complete the measurement and only one antenna is
enough, which simplifies the measurement system without
losing accuracy.Thismethod requiresminimum instruments
in the RE measurement in an RC. In this paper, a two-in-
one instrument was used (including both a VNA and a SA).
The one- and/or two-antennamethodwere incorporated into
the RE measurement. The radiation efficiency of antennas,
reflection coefficients, and the chamber transfer function
were measured simultaneously.

Comparedwith themethod in [28, 29], there is no need to
measure the received power in the time domain, and thus no
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Figure 9: Measured radiation efficiency of antennas using one-
antenna method.
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Figure 10: Measured chamber transfer function.

synchronization issue is involved. The chamber decay time is
obtained from the IFFT of 𝑆-parameters.

There is a 0.2 dB difference in Table 1; if we examine
the full procedure carefully, the error may come from two
sources:

(1) The measurement of cable loss: in the RC, we had a
relatively long cable (around 5meters); whenmeasur-
ing the loss of the cable using a VNA, the cable was
bent and the route might not be exactly the same as
in the RE measurement; thus the cable loss may vary.

(2) The difference in the collected sample number: in the
IEC standard method, no frequency stir is used, and
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the averaged received power is obtained from 360
samples (mechanical stir), while using the VNA, the
sample number is 35,900 (mechanical stir + frequency
stir). It is also possible to calibrate the RC in a certain
frequency band using a SG, but it takes more time
compared with the use of a VNA.

There are issues to be treated carefully when using the
proposed methods:

(1) The proposed methods are based on the one- and/or
two-antenna method. The preconditions of these
methods need to be satisfied; this has been discussed
in [30]. The chamber must be well-stirred and the
loss of the chamber (including the EUT) is larger
than the loss of antennas. However, typical values of
the radiation efficiency can also be used if a higher
uncertainty is acceptable (75% for LPDA and 90% for
horn antenna [27]).

(2) The transmitting time of the EUT should be much
larger than the chamber decay time; in this paper, the
sensor (EUT) was reprogrammed for the measure-
ment to keep radiating. If the EUT did not radiate
continuously, itmight not be easy to capture the signal
using a SA, or the sweep time of the SA should be set
very long.

Future work may include simplifying the measurement
methods/procedures in the RC by using more information
from the measured data.
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